WATCHMAKING JEWELLERY Frères Rochat, through the rebirth of their famous songbird automaton,
celebrate two centuries of one of the most fantastic legacies in watchmaking history worldwide;
highly sophisticated craftwork, worthy of the original pioneers' genius, it will be displayed as a
worldwide avant-première at Basel World 2013.
HIGH COMPLICATIONS Faithful to a history and a know-how that saw its golden age during the 19th
century, the prestigious Swiss manufacture of Frères Rochat is coming back to the centre stage of
watchmaking by re-exploring two centuries of great watchmaking tradition. A challenge taken on in
the secrecy of their Vallée de Joux workshops, this is the story of an adventure marked by the seal of
success.

Frères Rochat, the art of watchmaking
in its most accomplished form
A

story of rebirth. It details the exploration of

forgotten know-how, the design of magnificent
jewellery. Single relics of watchmaking craft in the
19th century, the Rochat Brothers' handiwork
remains the privileged possession of a limited
circle of collectors to this day. Each piece is unique.
Their owners are famous. The Empress Josephine,
as well as Maria Waleska, one of Napoleon's most
famous mistresses, are among the great historic
figures which are part of the Brothers' clientele;
along with them, the Sultanate of Constantinople
and the high aristocracy of Imperial China. No
expense is spared by those who wish to design or
acquire these amazing songbird automata.
Emblems of a bygone era of watchmaking, these
pieces of jewellery have been around the world,
fascinating attendees in the most prestigious
auctions. They represent a legend, which is being
perpetuated today with the unveiling of a brand
new collection, rigorously faithful to the
unparalleled history and philosophy of a
watchmaking dynasty which, not long ago, created
absolute gems of ornamentation.

“These extremely complex
masterpieces are a picture of
ultimate luxury, the opulence of the
great lords. Shooting stars of the
parisian firmament and of the elites
of watchmaking excellence.”
Marcel Piguet, Geneva, 1895

Frères Rochat has created true masterpieces,
undoubtedly some of the most complicated ever
made. All of them have been marked with the
famous FR stamp, a guarantee of authenticity and
of truly great prestige. Part of the inaccessible
luxury market, these legendary songbird automata
fascinate their audiences not only through the
melodic power of their song, but also by their

ULTIMATE LUXURY – EXTREME EMOTION
Today, Frères Rochat is writing a new page in its
own story. The famous manufacture, in its
birthplace of Le Brassus, has accomplished an
authentic feat: designing extremely complex
movements in 2013 by exploring two centuries of
great watchmaking tradition. “Our two new models,
Babylone and Intemporis, symbolise the marriage
of truly high watchmaking tradition, in its greatest
complexities, to today's cutting-edge technology
production methods,” says Stéphane Velan,
President and CEO of Frères Rochat, with apparent
pride as he pays tribute to his virtuosi watchmaking
craftsmen. “Designing this movement has been an
extraordinary odyssey, a challenge calling for the
reunion and collaboration of the most expert
know-how, as well as years of incessant work
before we even created our first functional
prototype, something we could show outside the
workshop. This project required our unrelenting
attention.”

perfectly calculated choreography. These two
produce a strikingly realistic whole.
The price of these pieces of watchmaking jewellery
remains confidential, given the seemingly limitless
possibilities of customisation and ornamentation.
Let us dive into the secret of Le Brassus workshops,
a historical cradle of Swiss watchmaking, where
unique timepieces are designed and brought to
life...

A ONE-OF-A-KIND MOVEMENT
The design and assembly of this uniquely complex
gem of watchmaking are an exclusive symbol of
ultimate watchmaking emotion. This emotion finds
its climax in seeing the songbird automaton come
out of its splendid case, turn its head and
majestically showing its beauty... Spinning, beating
its wings and opening its beak with astounding
grace, to perform a Mozart symphony before
vanishing as quickly as it appeared...
Wholly designed and built in Switzerland, the
movement is a yoking together of technical
innovations and of great watchmaking tradition.
These 1227 components, 74 of which are rubies,
have as their centrepiece a mechanism composed
of a fusee-barrel, a set of wheels and levers which
simultaneously set in motion the bellows and the
whistle, which in turn are controlled by a set of 14
cams, working together to coordinate the
perfection of the choreography as a whole.

TIMELESS MELODY The moment the mechanism is set off, the bird deploys a whole set of perfectly synchronised movements, requiring no
less than 101 intricately assembled components and contained within a volume the size of a sugar cube. Together, these activate the
songbird's four functions.

WORTHY OF THE ORIGINAL PRECURSORS' GENIUS
The result is stunning, worthy of comparison with
the genius of the very first precursors: the JacquetDroz family, Jean-Frédéric Leschot, as well as their
skilful disciples, which include the three Rochat
Brothers themselves, with whom these historic
pioneers worked closely; an “aristocracy of
watchmakers”, whose gems decorated the Second
Empire style “living-room gardens”, were displayed
in the Expositions Universelles and in the royal
palace's galleries. At the time of the Rochat
Brothers, nearly five-hundred of their masterpieces
were exported across the world.

1813: GOING GLOBAL, THE GOLDEN AGE
Pieces which were designed and assembled in Le
Brassus were dispatched to London, by then the
centre of the watchmaking trade worldwide. From
the British metropolis, these incredibly complex
masterpieces were sent across oceans and
continents, marked with the famous master’s
hallmark, a guarantee of authenticity, precision
and quality. They went as far as the Sea of China,
at a time when it took six months to reach Canton.
1813 symbolises the Rochat Brothers’ golden age,
a time when they were crowned with a worldwide
reputation.

CRAFTSMAN OF EMOTION. President and CEO of the famous Frères Rochat
watchmaking company, Stéphane Velan is the man responsible for the rebirth of one the
most emblematic stories of Swiss watchmaking engineering. “The reason why the
creation of such sophisticated songbird automata has not happened sooner is mainly
because it was necessary to bring together multiple, multidisciplinary and some almost
extinct skills. The only way to achieve such a feat was by forming a small, tight team of
people, excellent on every front.”

“A unique know-how, perpetuated
through the purest tradition of 19th
century craftsmanship.”
2013 BICENTENARY OF FRÈRES ROCHAT
The original spirit and philosophy of the three
geniuses from Le Brassus permeate today’s
versions of their creations. They represent
jewellery and craftsmanship in their most
demanding fields, as they revive a unique story.
“The ornamentation’s sumptuousness should be on
par with the movement’s uniqueness and
complexity,” insists Stéphane Velan. “We have
taken the greatest care when it comes to the
quality of the performance and the nobility of the
materials.”

LOVE OF BEAUTY AND OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
Gold, silver, diamonds, rubies, sapphires,
emeralds… Frères Rochat chooses the most
reputable craftsmen: goldsmiths, jewellers and
experts in other fields. The aesthetics, the finishing
and the choice of materials can be customised
according to the future buyer’s taste. “We believe
our buyers’ wishes and requirements have no
limits; this is one of the cornerstones of the spirit
and philosophy of Frères Rochat.”
The moment they come out of their lavish cases,
Intemporis and Babylone, Frères Rochat’s two new
works of art become animated and start twittering,
making magic and spinning around. It is now clear
that Frères Rochat has achieved what seemed
impossible by reviving one of the most exceptional
legends of watchmaking history worldwide.

The years 1815 to 1820 mark the apex of François, Fréderich and Samuel’s lives. During this period, they create their most
beautiful inventions, the Songbird Mirror and the famous Songbird Pistols to name two. Pistol-watch with Songbird,
timepiece in the shape of a double-barrelled flint pistol developed for the Chinese market. N° 236 movement, marked with
the “FR” Frères Rochat stamp. Geneva, 1820. Gold, enamel, agate and diamond.

